LEASE CRITERIA

Each Leasee will select two days to feed all animals on the farm. This allows you to feed almost
30 lamas each time so that should cover the requirements.
You must work with your leased animal at least one time per week. You are more than
welcome to come out at times other than the scheduled meetings. It is your responsibility to
assure that my barn and yard are returned to the way you found them. If you brush there
should not be clumps of wool around the yard and brushes still lying out. If you bring drinks I
should only find drink containers in my trash can. If you got to the bathroom in the barn the
toilet should be flushed and lights turned out and all doors closed the way you found them!
You should leave open any gates that are found open and shut any gates found shut. If you
think that a gate is not the way it should be call me!
Lease fees are:

4-H34 $40

Mini $10

At the fair – It is your job to have the stall ready for the animal – Fan should be in place – Water
bucket (which has been supplied by Mainstreet Supermarket) should be available and full at all
times. You are to provide feed pan, fan, brushes, something to clean your stall with. You are
also responsible for seeing that your animal has been taken to the potty pile. (Remember this is
a good time to work with other 4-Hers as a team!) Each family will be expected to pick one
morning or evening at the fair that you will help potty all animals in the barns. This is done at
11 pm or 6 am. This way every family is not expected to be there so early or late. The better
you take the animal to the potty pile the less work you have of keeping your stall clean. IT IS
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY to see that the stalls are kept clean all of fair! Note: Only one fan is
needed per stall so work with whoever you are stalled with to assure that one of you has a fan!
You must help load and/or unload each time your animal is hauled. I will not load your animal
onto the trailer and meet you.
Fair clean up will be the Saturday, July 19 (day after the fair) at 8 am. All leases are expected to
attend and help clean stall mats, water buckets, trailer, etc. We plan to be done by noon.
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